Dave’s Blarg!
2011-Nov-07

Thanks for all the pictures everyone sent back!! I got everything from roses
to cars to fireworks to …. Airplane *ahem* bags…. :p Today started with a
ruckus workout with Danielle, although due to a terrible miscommunication
I showed up ready for a swimming workout and she showed up for a real
workout. We managed to compromise, but sadly the hot tub was closed
when we got there. 

All I can say is, there must be a *ton* of gain in this picture

Erin says “hi Dave, you’re
looking a bit heavier..”

What do you mean wardrobe
malfunction?

Underwater, *I* can hear me scream :p

At least the pools were open, so we got too try out underwater mode a bit
more 
And I saw Erin, she is Rachel and I’s favorite gym café person (she manages
it). I used to have her paid off to sneak extra cheese into Rachel’s breakfast
wrap when we were having a weight loss race. Then again, Rachel always
seemed to win… Hmmmmmmmmm, dot, dot, dot

We also made some
cool cranes 
Danielle’s was okay,
but mine was
awesome! 

Okay Crane…

*Awesome* Crane!

Then it was off to work. It was pretty non
stop excitement driving the computer all
day, so I’ll skip ahead a bit-oh wait!! By the
by, one of the many intangibles that makes
me love my job is individual office climate
control (I’m talking to you, cube people), I
get to keep my office at whatever
temperature I want. I know it seems like a
small thing, but there are so many who are
denied this basic staple of happiness.

I like to keep my office set to about
“Melty Chocolate”

It was a hot chocolately lunch, the best kind 

I had lunch with my ruckus
friend Sarah Dee, which brings me to the quote of the day!!! (I guess it’s the
second quote of the day of the… month.. Hmmm) In discussing a guy we

know: “I don’t think he wants to be married, he just wants to have kids”.
Hmm, doesn’t sound as funny now, I’ll dig harder tomorrow 
Okay, so some pictures are worth a thousand words, but some also have
lessons in them, this picture has like a dozen!

What do you mean you can run out of hypothetical gas?!

1 – The trip odometer isn’t a substitute for finally fixing the gas gauge
2 – Although it might be if you fill up at (almost exactly) 186 instead of 200
3 – I should fix my gas gauge at some point…
4 – An *awesome* place to run out of gas (not that it’s ever happened to me!
I mean hypothetically…) is 100 yards from the gas station (especially if you
are still moving and there’s a hole in traffic so you can drift up to like 10
yards from the pump!!
5 – Sarah is an awesome friend!
6 – It’s important to have an awesome friend in the car, just in case you
(hypothetically!) run out of gas :D
Okay, that’s like half a dozen, but those are some quality life lessons (don’t
forget the one about Sarahs! They’re cool!)

After lunch (thank gosh it wasn’t before) I
stopped off for a double tap of red at the blood
drive. I highly recommend giving blood, but it
scares the daylights out of me!

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!! (I mean
really, what else would a
caption for this picture say?!)

Everything came out okay
this time (phew), although
I started feeling a bit faint
when I got to the recovery

Tip for the guys! Act faint!

room, no really, I swear!
I had to go and get a new student ID today,
and wouldn’t you know it the ID center is in
the basement of the Admin building and
*not* Snell hall! I left them a note about their
signage.

Having your comment sign say this
*might* be a warning sign…

A letter was written! I sincerely hope this issue gets the attention it deserves!

The layout of the
signs (when I
*did* find them)
was *Highly*
inefficient! We’re
supposed to be
an institute of
higher learning
guys!

That’s all for today! Thanks again for all the pictures! (And the update!), and
you should still send one if you haven’t (you know who you are! That’s right,
you! Right there! ;)
Dave
Dave.ogormanfamily.com

